
La Primavera Card Room 
224 So. C St. 
Madera CA, 93638 

Game Mexican Poker $1.00-$10.00 according to players and 
wager. 

Each player variation determines winner. Dealer checks hands of each 
player, best hand wins. 

Glossary of Specialize terms 

1. Pair- two of a kind. 
2 2 pair 4 cards of what ever kind 
3. Three of a kind-three cards of the same denomination. 
4. Straight- five cards in numeric order. 
5 .  Same Suit- same color five cards. 
6.  Full house- three of a kind and a pair of same denomination. 
7. Poker- four of a kind. 

8 Straight flush- five of same suit, number order. 

9. Five of a kind- joker wild (best hand) four cards of the same 

denomination plus joker 

How to Play Game 

1. One rap on table means check or pass. 
2 All players must have five cards. 
3. Six cards or more is a foul hand. 
4. If player wishes to raise bet/she must specify with chips in hand. 
5. If any falls f romhand being played, it must be put into discard pile, 

it is considered loss. 
6. No passing of chips is permitted. 
7. Each player has to wait their turn to bet, pass, or discard any cards 

during game. 
8. Wager limits minimum $1.00-$200.00 maximum. 



Rules 

Tn Mexican poker first bet or ante is placed after dealer deals first two 
cards each player, thereafter bet is placed each consecutive round until 
each player has a total of 5 cards each player, cards are delt face down. 
Each player variationdetermines winner, best hand wins. Tn event of tie 
pot is split 

Mexican poker uses a standard 52 card deck minimum of 6 decks. 8s, 9s, 
1 0s and 1 joker is removed fromdeck before start of game. There are 41 
cards used in Mexican poker includes 1 joker, the value of the joker is a 
wild card and is used were needed for a winning hand. There are no cards 
of value other then normal ranking. Mexican poker utilizes a player 
button, player deals rotation starts to the left and is moved to the next 
player at beginning of each game. 

Player button position is chosen at the start of the game with the player 
that has the highest card. Action is started with first card open and initial 
card down, player with highest card up starts game. The player with the 
highest card initiates bidding. 

Minimum table limit for Mexican poker is $1.00-$10.00. The maximum is 
$10.00-$200.00. 

Fees are collected at start of each round after players place their blind. 

$1.00 maximum of 4 players. $2.00-$10.00 over 4 players depending on 
wager. 

Fees are collected before start of dealing cards, then deposited into drop 
box. 

Wager Amounts 

Wager 
$1.00-$10.00 
$1 0.00-$20.00 
$15.00-$30.00 

Players 

Max. 4 

Over 4 

Max. 4 

Over 4 

Max 4 

Over 4 



Example: 
Mexican Poker 

Betting # of Players Fee Collection Paid By 

$1 0.00-$200.00 max. 7 or less $1 0.00 Large Blind 

Winning event = Highest' hand 

The player with the highest hand is determined thewinner. 

Dealer, deals cards, collects fees, sells chips, supervises game, and game room 
only, does not play. 



Pan Fees $1.00-$10.00 accordingto players and wager Game 

Determination of winner; first player with eleven cards wins. Player is 
dealt 10 cards, player draws or discards until he has a full hand by 
completing a set of 1 1 cards 11th card determines winner. 

Glossary of Specialize terms 

1. 3 spades-collect4 conditions (best hand). 
2. 1 or more spade in same game collect 3 conditions. 
3. 3 of a kind, but different colors, collect 1 condition. 
4. 3 of a kind same suit, same color collect 2 conditions. 
5 .  3 of same suit, collect 1 condition. 
6. 3 of a kind spade, but different color collect 2 conditions. 
7. A, 2,3, spade, collect 2 conditions. 
8. A, 2, 3, any other color, collect 2 conditions. 
9. Jack, Queen, King of spades, same color collect 2 conditions. 
10.Jack, Queen, King of spades, collect 1 condition. 

How to Play Game 

1.Each player must have 10 cards to start. 
2. Dealer, deals 5 cards to each player, then another 5 cards to start the 
game. 
3. Player must have 1 cards to win. 
4. Any player can foul another player if other player has 1 less card or 1 
more card then what is allowed in game. 
5 .  Any player can foul another if other player has 2 cards of same color 
and 1 of a different color, but same suit. 
6. Winner keeps chips collected during game, plus re-collect from each 
player same amount won during game, plus pot. 

Rules 

In the game of Pan, players place their bet or ante 
cards to start the game. 

ler deals 5 cards to 
each player then another 5 ring game each 
player will take turns discarding any cards not wanted or needed in 
exchange for a new card from card pile. Players can foul each other during 
game, game condition until a player wins a hand and collects a condition 



Wager Players 
$1.00 $2.00 Max. 7 
$2.00 $2.00 Over 4 
$5.00 $3.00 Max.4 
$10.00 $5.00 Over 4 
$20.00 $10.00 Over 4 

fromeach player according to variation of hand. Dealer than collects all 
cards to discard them and the game continues with a new deck until there 
is a winner, winner must have 11 cards to win,winner takes pot, keeps 
conditions collected during game and re-collects from each player same 
amount of conditions collected during game. 

Fees 	 $1.OO Max 4 players $2.00-$10.00 over 4 players depending on wager. 

Wager Amounts 

Deck 	 Pan uses standard 52 card deck, 8 decks each game, limit 2 sets. 8s, 9s, 
10s, and jokers are removed before start of game. 40 cards are used from 
each deck. There are no value of cards other then normal ranking. 

The game Pan does not utilize a player button. 


There is no bidding in game of Pan just collections of conditions. 


Minimum table limit for Pan is $1.00, maximum is $20.00. 


Fees for Pan are collected from players anter at beginning of each game. 


Example: 

Betting # of Plavers Fee Collection Paid By 
$20.00 7 or less $10.00 Players ante 



Winning Event = 1 1 cards 

The first players that finishes hand with 1 1  cards. 

Dealer, deals cards, collects fees, sells chips, supervises games and game 
room only, does not play. 

The best winning Low Ball hand is the lowest in consecutive number 
order 1-5. 
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